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Paper: GEI-1 (A)

( Nationalism in India )

1. \55r5 ^ ̂ : 1x8=8
Answer the following as directed :

(a) 'Natio' ♦RT
The word "natio' is derived from which
language?
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( 2 )

(b) (?PR ?

In which year did the Simon
Commission visit India?

(c) CTO Women's Indian Association^
51^

In which year was the Women's Indian
Association formed?

Who propounded the concept of
'two-nation theory?

(e) ^ ^ 2001 /
2005 / 2007 155?^ I

( ^ )

The Domestic Violence Act came into
force in 2001 / 2005 / 2007.

( Choose the correct answer )

(f) amw

Who is the founder of Brahmo Samaj?
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(g) "iicRi<? ?

When was Lahore Resolution adopted?

(h) 5j%5 ̂ ^7

When was the UntouchabiHty (Offences)
Act passed?

2. v5«»ivs ^ (afeSi iso

1^®^) •• 4x4=16
Write short notes on the following (within
150 words each) :

(a) i5^i§!wRm ̂ iT%

Marxist Approach of Nationalism in
India

(b)

The Cabinet Mission Plan

(c)

Theosophical Society

(d)

Two-nation Theory
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1^ (ai^^ 500 '"T'r 1««^) :

Answer the following questions (within 500 words
each) :

^IWIHI W 1 4+8=12

Define nationalism. Discuss the v^ous
causes for the growth of Indian nationalism.

^W/Or

Critically discuss the nationalist approach to
the study of nationalism in India.

4. ^-'RW CW ̂
snwpim ^ic<nioii ̂  I

Discuss the role of Raja Ram Mohan Roy and
Brahmo Samaj in social reform in India.

"scm/Or

Discuss the causes for the development of
the Social Reform Movement in India during
19th century.
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5. mRPWS 3RRII <nflR 'siKsnHt
=PIII

Discuss th.e role of Mahatma Gandhi in the
Freedom Movement of India.

Or

Discuss the role of Moderates of Congress in
Indian Freedom Struggle.

^1 11

Discuss the role of women in National
Movement in India.

^smf/ Or

«ri'snSi?(

^ I

Discuss the causes for the growth of Tribal
Movements in India.

(Turnover)



( 6 )

7. ^ I

Discuss the causes of the Partition in India.

Or

cs[m ^iw5

Give your suggestions for eradication of

communalism.
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Paper: GE-1 (B)

( Contemporary Political Economy )

1. ̂  ^ ̂
Answer the following as directed :

(a) ^ 2R^ 1^ I
Name one major proponent of Neo-
liberalism.

^5#^^ I" Hm&\ cTO

"Industrialism is, I am afraid, going to
be curse for mankind." Who made the
statement?

(c) WW ^ ̂ ̂
Who was regarded as the father of
Marxist Feminism?

(d) *fR«IRSK

(  )
I^ssez-faire theoiy of State developed
the concept of police State.

( Write Yes or No )

(e) UNCTAD^ ^ ,

Write the full form of UNCTAD.
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(8)

*?

In which year was the UN Conference on
Environment and Development (Earth
Summit) held?

(g) ^ 1^ I
Write one example of gender-based
violence.

(h)

What is narco-terrorism?

2  issra ^ ̂
r ̂  \ 4x4=16

Write on the foUowing (within 150 words
each) :

(a) ^ ̂ 4WW
Karl Marks' theory of dictatorship of
proletariat

(b) '5|«(t=l^ ^
Role of World Bank in economic
development

(c) ^
Economic theory of ̂obalization

(d) Wo ̂  ̂ 33^ ̂
Migration as a challenge to State in
modem times
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^  (af^ 500 ;
Answer the following questions (within 500 words
each) :

3. %i sH%

^IWIHI ̂  I 4+8=12

Define liberalism. Discuss the evolution of the
concept of classical liberalism.

Wm/Or

4lS ^ 4lg4
^)hJi I 4+8=12

What do you mean by Welfare State? Explain
the characteristics of Welfare State.

4. few® isiKsnwr ̂  I 11

Discuss the role of non-govemmental
organization in development.

^sm/ Or

Discuss the role of World Trade Organization
as international agencies of global poUtical
economy.
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>0»ic«iiDtl I 6+5-11

Discuss briefly about brain-drain and brain
circulation in globalizing world.

wr/ Or

^  ftWs
7^^ l" ̂̂ IT'dT ̂

''Emergence of global arms industry
has helped to develop ^obal terrorism."
Explain.

6. Ciwffil 11^ ^
^

Discuss the major thrust areas of ^obal
social movements.

wr/ Or

461 'Sirat^
'  '^+4+3=11

Discuss the working, achievements and
failures of the International Monetary Fund
as an international financial institution.
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7. TO 20^ 1% W 20^
^IWIHI ̂  I 4+7=11

What is human migration? Discuss the
consequences of human migration.

WW/ Or

4+7=11

What is gender? Discuss what are the legal
and constitutional measures taken by India
to bring gender equality.

★ ★ ★
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